2017 Intern Projects

- Intern Project: Anteater - Gate Security Scanner
- Intern Project: Containerized VNF running in Kubernetes
- Intern Project: Dashboard Automation Framework for Pharos Community
- Intern Project: Functest unit tests
- Intern Project: Functional tests for Kubernetes deployments
- Intern Project: --HA Testcase develop in Yardstick--
- Intern Project: Monitoring Stress Testing for Bottlenecks E Release
- Intern Project: ODL->OPNFV Integration
- Intern Project: -- Onboard container based VNF with JOID --
- Intern Project: Open Source VNF catalog
- Intern Project: OPNFV documentation and branding
- Intern Project: --Performance Testcase Develop in Yardstick--
- Intern Project: QTIP API Server
- Intern Project: QTIP Command Line Interpreter
- Intern Project: Scaling up/out VNFs with Storage Testing
- Intern Project: StorPerf Container Composition
- Intern Project: StorPerf Steady State Report
- Intern Project: testapi evolution
- Intern Project: Upstream Authorization Driver for ODL
- Intern Project: Web Portal for OPNFV Test API